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• Sometimes we follow a method, because it is convenient.  
• Sometimes we are told how to do certain things, because they are “research-based.”  
• Sometimes we accept “expert opinion,” because we believe experts are right. 

 
We can all benefit (and so can our students) from reflecting on and questioning what we do and why. Five practices 
are addressed here: So-Mi, rhythm syllables, beat, patterns in music, and sequence of instruction. 
 

So-Mi 
 

• Are we singing folk songs or “folk sayings” that are sung on specific intervals? 
• Are we teaching intervals or teaching melodies? 
• Is “school music” also beloved as “home music?” 
• Is notation driving pedagogy? 

 
A persistent observation that I believe to be based on very weak evidence, dating perhaps from studies by Werner 
(Revesz, 1954, Introduction to the psychology of music), is that the interval of a descending minor third is basic to 
children’s singing…. There was little evidence in the present corpus for a universal sol-mi-la-sol-mi melody. (Dowling, 
1984, p. 161, Cognitive processes in the perception of art) 
 
[My observations] agree with those of Moog (1976, The musical experience of the preschool child) in finding no 
evidence for the universality of the interval of the descending minor third. Moorehead et al. (1941-1951, Music of 
young children) found the descending minor third common only in social chants, and not in normal spontaneous 
songs. The cross-cultural evidence for the universality of a descending minor third outside Europe is also weak. 
Blacking (1967), for example, found a definite preponderance of other intervals in children’s songs of the African 
Venda. (Dowling, 1984, p.161, Cognitive processes in the perception of art) 

 
Our eagerness to see children demonstrate skills that appear to indicate music knowledge and literacy may have 
sidetracked our pedagogical goals and revised our perceptions of musical heritage .  .  . Musicality should be a 
feature of all steps toward literacy. (Bennett, 2005, p. 45, So, why sol-mi?) 

 
Beat 

 
• When, where, and why did our over-performance and over-emphasis of “beat” begin? 
• Why do we think that knowing and performing the “beat” is prerequisite to knowing and 

performing music? 
• How can we teach beat with musical rather than mechanical movement, with nuance, expression, 

and flow rather than rigid accuracy? 
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“It is important not to let the way we teach rhythm be strongly influenced by how beams make the rhythm look. To 
avoid poor habits in reading and performing, we need to look for ways to teach rhythm, to talk about rhythm, and to 
teach music reading and writing that do not depend on beams.”  (Bennett & Bartholomew, 1999, p. 63, SongWorks 
2) 
 
“Music need not sound the way conventional notation makes it look. Performances that reflect only what is on the 
page – the way notes are beamed and the placement of the bar lines – are often evaluated as subpar or unmusical. 
Musical performances take what is given on the page and do something more with it. Part of what constitutes this 
“more” reflects figural groupings and categorizations.” (Bennett & Bartholomew, 1999, p. 35, SongWorks 2) 
 
“Movement to a song should accompany, not govern, the musical flow. Be cautious about movement that is heavy or 
mechanical, causing the song to sound the same way.” (Bennett & Bartholomew, 1997, p. 65, SongWorks 1) 

 
 

Rhythm Syllables 
 

• Why should it be necessary to see the music notation in order to know what rhythm syllable to 
sing? 

• Wouldn’t it be helpful to children if we used different syllables to distinguish duple from triple meter 
or division of the beat? 

 
“[An] advantage of the Gordon syllables lies in the fact that they do not represent note values or duration.” (Bennett 
& Bartholomew, 1999, p. 72, SongWorks 2) 

 
 

Patterns 
 

 
• As we select patterns for study, do we choose patterns based on how music sounds rather than 

how it looks, i.e. based on aural (song) rather than visual (notation) qualities? 
• Can we agree that visual patterns in music are not necessarily musical patterns? 
• How would our teaching change if we taught according to sound chunks: patterns of individual 

sounds that cluster together to give meaning, expression, and context. 
 
 

 “. . . the smallest meaningful musical unit is the phrase or gesture, not an interval, beat, or measure” and “if we get 
fixated by the interval notation we may find ourselves ‘barking at print’ . . .  [reading] in a stilted way with little idea of 
. . . meaning.” (Swanwick, 1999, p. 45, Teaching music musically) 
 
“Ignoring context, making things simple by isolating them from the backgrounds in which they are normally found, can 
anaesthetize musicality.” (Bennett, 2005, p. 46, SongWorks 1) 

 
“[Song chunks] accurately capture a thought and a cohesive unit of sound and language . . .Song chunks, like 
phrases, result from the interaction of melodic, rhythmic, and language relationships. Like phrases, chunks preserve 
context and musical flow even when separated from the whole and, for that reason, can maintain their musical shape, 
making their performance musical, even when we are paying close attention to a single element. Phrases and chunks 
are organizers within songs that are determined by our perceptions and not by our notation system.” (Bennett & 
Bartholomew, 1997, p. 122, SongWorks 1) 
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Sequence 
 

• What would change in our teaching if we treated the whole song as curriculum, the whole child as pedagogue, and 
observation as methodology? (F. Sweeney) 

• Whose sequence are we teaching? Beware of experts that tell us what to do, how to do it, and when to do it. They 
haven’t been in our classrooms. 

 
“Learning is not linear. Learning does not proceed in discrete hierarchies. Because learning is not linear and can take 
many directions at once at an uneven pace, conceptual learning is not something to be delayed until a particular age 
or until all the basic facts have been mastered. . . Current evidence makes it clear that instruction emphasizing 
structured drill and practice on isolated facts and skills does students a major disservice. . .such learning out of 
context makes it more difficult to organize and remember the information being presented.” (Herman, Aschbacher & 
Winters, 1992, p. 15, A practical guide to alternative assessment)  
 
“Once we begin to look critically at this notion of teaching in logical sequence, we can see the usually a further giant–
and utterly wrong–assumption has been made: that if a subject is fragmented into little bits, and the student is then 
presented with the bits in some order that seems logical to somebody, the student will be quite able to assemble the 
parts and emerge with the whole–even though never given an inkling of the whole!. . . The logic that seemed apparent 
to the curriculum builder, textbook writer, or teacher may be invisible and incomprehensible to the student.” (Hart, 
1982, Human brain and human learning) 
 
“You will always be wise to let the song itself do as much of the teaching as possible. Do not pick it to pieces 
beforehand. Do not stick in your thumb and pull out a couple of tonal patterns for preliminary study . . . Teach the 
whole song. Do not teach the materials little bit by little bit, or even phrase by phrase. Remember always that the song 
itself is the thing.” (Mursell, 1951, p. 192, Music and the classroom teacher)  
 
“Understanding the steps in a sequence is not always necessary to accomplishing a task or achieving a goal. But 
when things are presented in discrete steps, one feels compelled to understand the individual steps. And sometimes 
this focus on individual steps  

• causes students and teachers to misinterpret their importance;  
• causes apprehension in students who see the steps as confusing, challenging, and disconnected with the 

larger picture of music; and  
• causes disenchantment with music study when students or teachers equate mastering steps with making or 

knowing music.” (Bennett & Bartholomew, 1999, p. 37, SongWorks 2) 
 
“What sense does it make to train out of children the musicality that seems to be inherently in them, for the purpose 
of teaching them music?” (Bennett & Bartholomew, 1999, p. 35, SongWorks 2) 
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For more about SongWorks and Peggy Bennett:   
  

Music EdVentures: www.musicedventures.org 
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peggy.bennett@oberlin.edu 

http://new.oberlin.edu/conservatory/departments/music-education/faculty_detail.dot?id=20577 


